







































































































Warmed Prove that 1 3 5 t ten l n

for each new withoutusinginduction

Suppose not Then there is a

smalta cIN such that 1 3 5 ka 1 ta

What can
you say

about a

Prooflysmallestcounterexampt

Suppose we want to prove a statement

of the form
UneIN Pln A

One option is to use induction

Alternatively suppose
A is false togeta contradiction Then

Ine IN Pln

so Pln is false for some n










































































































Let ae IN be the smallest such n

So

Pla is false
If ne Nant n ca then Pln is true

Now try to leverage this into a

contradiction

Note The number a exists by the
Well Ordering property

Let S be the set of all men
such that Pln is false S is non

empty by our assumption that A is
false so it has a smallestelement

by Well Ordering










































































































Thin Let me IN If not then there is a

prime p such that pin

Proof Suppose to get a contradiction that the
theorem is false

That is there is a natural number

greater than I which is not dissible

by any prime

By the Well Ordering Principle there
is a smallest such number why
Call it a

So a I
no prime

divides a

If i d sa then d is divisible by
some prime

Now a is prime or composite

If a is prime then ala so a is

divisible by a prime which is a contradiction










































































































If a is composite then it has a

positive divisor d with del and dea

Since dla dea But d a so dia
Also d 1 so d l

Thus d must have a prime disorp
Since pld and dla we have pla two

This is a contradiction

Thus the theorem holds for all natural
numbers n 22










































































































Theinfinitudeofprimes

The There are infinitely many prime
numbers

Proof Suppose for the sake of contradiction that
there are only finitely many primes say

Pi Pa Pn

Let m pipa p be the product of all
of these primes

Now by the previous theorem there is a

prime q
such that ql mti

Since
q must be one of the primes pi pm

because these are the only primes so ql m
Thus q

divides

MH m L

But this is a contradiction since 922
a


